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Abstract— Artificial neural networks (ANN) which has been 

used for the prediction of a reliable load scheduling method. This 

paper exiting an intelligent method to meet fluctuate power 

supply demands. Generally, we experienced with load shedding 

process when the power generation system fails due to the 

instability. In load shedding process, additional loads are 

isolated. The proposed method overcomes this problem. We can 

schedule the demanded power with respect to the availability in a 

cost effective manner. An optimum design of power scheduling is 

demand in this section. The cost of power generation is different 

for various sources. The load demand to each section is also 

different and may vary non- linearly. In order to generate a 

mapping between the above inputs and the desired output, ANN 

is trained using simulated data for a number of cases. In this 

approach, the net load demand and the output from solar source 

(or conventional source) are the inputs of this network and the 

power from other source and power losses due to various reasons 

at the circulation time is the response of neural network. The 

ANN model is proved to be much faster than the dynamic 

simulation programs. MATLAB is the platform used for training 

and programming of ANN. 

Keywords: Load scheduling, power controlling, artificial neural 

network, back propagation algorithm. 

I. INTRODUCTION  

Prediction of load demand for an area, power losses due to 
different parameters like heating effect, and priority based 
load scheduling are the tools for the scheduling of power 
sources [1].  It is also convenient for calibrate the initial time 
of distribution, restrict the electric energy on peak request 
stage, economical optimization and availability of energy 
sources implement in scheduling process [2]. Maximum load 
demand by an area is based on different specifications, which 
can be organized into two important classifications : energy 
loss energy demand and priority based distribution. It becomes 

a challenging task to consider all the above mentioned 
parameters due to its complicity. Now a day, due to the non-
linearity property of the systems, artificial neural networks 
based technology is popularly accepted [3].  Artificial neural 
networks have been succeeded into the following common 
techniques; regression neural network (GRNN), support vector 
machine (SVM), back propagation neural network (BPNN) 
and radial basis function neural network (RBFNN) [2]. The 
non-linear behavior of voltage and current through the loads 
leads to increase of power loss or it leads to the system 
blackout. Power harmonics due to these non-linear 
characteristics of loads and also from the sources may cause a 
serious damage of electrical devices.  Power losses due to the 
variation of impedance are another major issue [4]. For an 
ANN level application, we needs to specify the architecture 
and learning algorithm. 

II.  ARTIFICIAL NEURAL NETWORK 

A collection of bonded units motivated by a biological 
neural system is known as Artificial neural network (ANN), 
which consists of vastly interconnected and very simple 
processors called neurons. Figure 1 shows the structure of a 
neuron model. These neurons behaves is similar to a parallel 
processing units. Neurons are organized in layers and each 
layer may perform different kinds of transformations on their 
inputs [5]. The response of each neuron is designed by a non-
linear function of the sum of its input. Simple mathematical 
operation are performed by this artificial neuron on its inputs, 
follow the biological neuron functions and their unique 
learning process. Each neuron accept number of  inputs from 
distinct neurons. This is proportional to their connection 
weights and produce an individual output, which may be 
circulated to multiple other neurons. To capture and illustrate 
input and output relationship, neural network is a powerful 
data modelling tool [6].Trained neural networks(NN) perform 
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intelligent assignments similar to a human brain. A neural 
network gather knowledge through learning process. A neural 
network's information  is accumulate within inter-neuron 
connection strengths ,also known as synaptic weights. It has 
the ability to learn and represent Linear and non-linear 
relationship, and it is one of the powerful advantage of NN 
[4]. The main aim of the neural network approach is to 
effectively deal the problems in the similar way that a human 
brain would do [7]. ANN has the ability to provide proper 
estimation from different data sets and in this study, we 
implement well accepted  artificial neural networks of back 
propagation to organize the load prediction models. In recent 
days, ANN is a well accepted and rapidly growing field. It is 
used in a broad range of applications not limited to pattern 
recognition and classifications, products optimization and 
circuit automation [3]. ANN is useful to get an optimal 
solution in various scheduling application. Our work primarily 
focuses on training ANN for different load demands. Once the 
training has been completed, the network acquires the ability 
to generate load scheduling pattern for any load demand [4]. 

 

Fig. 1. Architecture of Neural Network. 

 

III. BACK PROPAGATION NEURAL NETWORK (BPNN) 

Nowadays in the engineering applications, BPNN is 
treated as the most popular neural network technique. The 
BPNN is a multilayered neural network having „feed forward‟ 
connections between the input and hidden layers and then it 
extends to the system response session [8]. The most 
important goal of the BP algorithm is to nullify the mean 
square error between the predicted and the desired system 
responses. A three-layered BPNN is used in this analysis, 
which includes an input layer, a hidden layer and an output 
layer. Figure 2 shows the architecture of BPNN [5].The 
information from the external sources is received by the input 
layer of network, and for the processing of this collected 
details, handover the same to the neural network. The whole 
information acquired from the input layer is processed by the 
hidden layer, which is present in between input and output 
layers. The organized information from the hidden layer is 

received by the network output layer, and the results are direct 
out to an external receptor [4]. The non-linear relation 
between the load and its correlative influence parameters 
based on BPNN is established via continuous training process.  

 

 

Fig. 2.   BPNN Architecture 

IV. CONTROL VOLTAGE BY USING ARTIFICIAL NEURAL 

NETWORK. 

A trained neural network can be used to execute an 
isolated task by rearranging  the value of weights between the 
elements [9].  The neural network system is modified, based 
on  differentiation of the system response and the objective, 
until the network output equivalent the object. Until a 
specified input leads to a specific target response, we perform 
the training operation or adjusting the network [10].  In 
supervised learning algorithm a numbers of such input/target 
pairs are used to adjust or instruct a neural network. The 
widespread block diagram of such a training algorithm is 
appear in Fig.3. To obtain the voltage stability, arrange the 
output from sources based on the availability and cost using 
the neural network. In this work, we  train the neurons based 
on different parameters like solar source, hydro source, 
demanded load and power loss [11]. Here we consider more 
than one sector for the scheduling of energy. 

 
Fig. 3. Block diagram of neural network training structure 

 

In this algorithm the target sources is the hydropower 
source. That is, initially we consider the conventional power 
source that is solar source as the primary source [12]. If the 
solar energy is not sufficient, then using our algorithm, the 
additional required energy is drawn from the target source so 
as to meet our load demand. In this section we consider three 
different areas with similar load demand. Here we use a 
fixator [13] approach to  find how much energy is required 
from the target source.  Figure 4(a) shows the proposed 
network arrangement and Fig 4(b) depicts the fixator 
arrangement for calculating the excess energy which is to be 
drawn from hydro power source. Here, fixator corresponds to 
a voltage VS, which is the desired load voltage. A fixator and a 
norator are always used in pair, and the norator current 
corresponds to the required hydro power.   
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Fig. 4. (a) proposed network; (b) fixator approach to define required hydro 

power. 

The foremost purpose of this load scheduling is to reduce 
the cost of energy by using the conversional energy sources 
like solar and make the availability of energy that we required. 
This architecture allows us to create a multilayer perception, 
also known as feed-forward neural networks [3]. They consist 
of a sequence of layers, each one of them fully connected to 
the next one.  

Neural network was teach only by using different input 
and experimental objective values.  The NN report the 
experimental data with great precision if the resultant square 
mean deviation in between the observational data and 
responses obtained from the neural network system was very 
small [13]. 

V. PROPOSED NEURAL NETWORK  

The proposed neural network consists of five input 
neurons, fifteen hidden layers and one output neuron. The 
input for the neural networks is the load demanded by the 
different sections and the output from the conventional source 
[3]. By using Back Propagation Algorithm network is trained. 
In this method, the  output is determined using sigmoid 
activation function [14]. Using the expected and actual outputs 
we can calculate the error. Error is back propagated in this 
algorithm, until the real value is equal to desired value. This 
means that, weights are adjusted to move the actual value 
towards expected values. A neural network is said to be 
trained if the actual and the desired outputs are equal. Figure 5 
shows the proposed neural network [3]. 

 

Fig. 5. Proposed NN Training Diagram 

VI. ALGORITHM BASED PERFORMANCE EVALUATION 

For the training purpose, Levenberg-Marquardt back 
propagation algorithm is used. This algorithm takes more 
memory but its execution time is less. Collected data sets are 
trained by using this algorithm. When generalization stops the 
refining, algorithm terminate its training process as identified  
by an increase in the mean square error (MSE) of the 
validation samples [15]. The  average squared difference 
between system response and object is known as Mean 
Squared Error (MSE) . Regression R analysis is performed to 
evaluate the interaction between output and target. Lower 
value of MSE means better performance, while zero means no 
error [16].  

If the value of R is 1, it means a close relationship between 
the target and output. Figure 6 shows the performance of our 
proposed network when trained with Levenberg-Marquardt 
BPNN algorithm in MATLAB platform [11].  From figure we 
note that the perfect validation performance is 0.047284 at 
epoch 10. The twenty bins (bars) Error histogram and 
interaction between output and target is shown in Fig 7 and 
Fig 8 respectively.  

 

Fig. 6.  Back Propagation Algorithm-Performance 

 

Fig. 7. Neural Network Training Error Histogram 
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Fig. 8. Neural Network Regression Analysis Plot. 

VII. RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

 Table 1 illustrate the result for training, validation and 
testing of samples.  The value of R near to 1 means the 
accurate prediction [11].  Best performance obtained was in 
ten epochs when the data sets are trained using BPNN  
Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm. For the data fitting 
applications this algorithm is widely accepted [17]. 

TABLE I.   TRAINING , VALIDATION , TESTING VALUES OF MSE AND R 

 

The results of the proposed load scheduling method show 
that this algorithm is very effective when training large sets of 
data. In each iteration, the computational requirements are 
much higher. we schedule the power sources based on power 
generation, cost and its availability[3]. From this study, we 
observed that the execution time is varying with the number of 
power sources [6]. In this, scheduling is based on the cost of 
power generation. Though the running cost of solar power 
station is very cheap, its storage is comparatively expensive 
[18]. In our study, we applied different load demands and 
possible transmission losses as input. Then by using the 
proposed algorithm, we performed the scheduling of power 
generators. This is based on two factors; the availability of 

sources and their generation cost [3]. It is also noted that there 
is a reduction in execution time as the number of power 
generators decreases.       

VIII.     CONCLUSION. 

The intension of this work is to carry out the development 
of an ANN based method for scheduling the electric energy  
economically and based on power demand. The feed forward 
BPNN algorithm is with supervised learning method is 
proposed. In our power system, the instability leads to many 
major problems. Large variation of load leads to system black 
out. Here for obtaining system stability, we freeze the 
generated voltage and  frequency, but vary the load. A trained 
ANN can be employed to carry out the scheduling based on 
production cost and power demand. In addition the proposed 
method also reduces the total processing time. When 
compared to any other algorithm in Back propagation, 
Levenberg - Marquardt algorithm gives better performance. 
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